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The Poldi Pezzoli Museum was originated by the decision of the Milanese nobleman Gian 

Giacomo Poldi Pezzoli (1822-79) who wanted to make his art collections available for public 

use and benefit: they were gathered throughout all his life and housed in his private apartment 

in a family palace's wing, at 12 Corsia del Giardino (now via Manzoni). 

Goldsmith’s art very soon became one of his first objects of interest, so much that to house 

these pieces he furnished a Cabinet (1853-56), a highly sophisticated casket created with the 

most precious techniques that was to be his personal study too. Its arrangement is portrayed in 

the topographic inventory drawn up at his death in the presence of Giuseppe Bertini, curator 

of Poldi Pezzoli House, and Giuseppe Speluzzi, bronze smith and wood-carver, who had also 

taken part in its decoration. 

The same group of collaborators -Speluzzi for goldsmith's works in particular- examined the 

new acquisitions joining the collection in order to value their conditions and the possibility of 

a restoration. However, the very concise hints in the documentation don’t let us understand to 

what kind of maintenance/integration each object was submitted [1]. 

An interesting case is given by a processional Cross (n.1453, fig. 1), that can be referred to 

the later phase of limousine production (end 13
th

 cent.) [2]. On the recto, figures of cast 

copper are fixed, brighten up with an enamel coat and surrounded by gems: the Crucified, in 

the archaic version of Christus triumphans -alive and crowned-, the Virgin, St. John and two 

saints. Many gems reveal tamperings in the pave. 

  

 
Fig. 1. The processional Cross (later phase of limousine production, end 13th cent.) 
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Material characterization of the gems was carried out through XRF (X Ray Fluorescence) and 

FORS (Fiber Optics Reflectance Spectroscopy) analyses. These analytical techniques have 

been chosen because of their complete non-invasivity towards the art object and because they 

can be performed “in situ”. 

We used two XRF portable spectrometers showing different features: the Lithos 3000 

(Assing) spectrometer and the Bruker’s Tracer III SD spectrometer. XRF analyses allowed to 

detect medium-heavy elements in the vitreous gems, with particular attention to chromophore 

and opacifiers. In fact, low Z elements such as Si and Na cannot be revealed in our working 

conditions; nonetheless, information about the glassy matrix can be inferred by the relative 

presence of Ca and K, together with the evaluation of Pb [3]. Moreover, the possible presence 

of As as opacifier is a clear index of modern production. 

Achievable information from reflectance spectra are linked to properties of light reflection, 

which results in a chemical and chromatic characterization of the gems. This kind of analysis, 

not so much used on amorphous transparent materials, gives indeed a huge amount of 

information about both chromophore and glassy matrix constituent [4, 5, 6]. 

Comparison between data from both analyses allowed to verify that all the gems, opaque 

turquoise ones included, are vitreous decorations, some congruent with the production of 

Limoges, some other surely substituted in the 19
th

 cent. 

More in detail, we have four types of gems: blue, red and green transparent ones and 

turquoise opaque gems. These last are particularly intriguing as they were supposed to be 

modern turquoise paste [2]. Experimental results indicates that they all are vitreous gems and 

that only one of them is compatible with medieval production, with Cu acting as 

chromophore. All the others were instead replaced during 19
th

 cent. restorations and they 

show As as opacifier in addition to Cu. They were thus compared with the decoration gems of 

the Poldi Pezzoli Cabinet, contemporary to attested restorations: in this case, beside As as 

opacifier detected by XRF, Co bands were recognized in FORS spectra. 

Red and blue glass gems show different behaviour, testifying ancient substitutions. 

Green gems are quite peculiar, very transparent with reflectance near to zero, and a high Pb 

concentration. This result could be the statement of a recipe content in a cyclopaedic 14
th

 cent. 

manuscript (British Museum, ms. Sloane 1754) for “false emerald” production: “Who wishes 

to make a precious green, clear and bright stone from the crystal here composed, must take 

calcined, and grind it very fine. …”. 
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